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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the problem of the numerical solution of 
(R(l) x’ft))’ =.I?& x) 
x(a) = A, x’(a) = B 
(1) 
which is associated with the form 
4x, Y) = [” CY’~(~) R(t) x’(f) + Y~W-(~, x(r))1 dt. a (2) 
We assume R(t) > 0, R E C2[a, b] and that f is continuous in t and 
Lipschitz continuous in X. Our setting includes the linear problem when 
f(t, x) = P(t) x(t) + g(t). In the above, A and B are constant n-vectors; R(t) 
is a positive definite n x n matrix for each t; x, y and fare n vectors in their 
respective variables; y(a) = y(b) = 0 and the symbol T denotes transpose. 
Smoothness conditions are described when needed. 
We note that Z(x, y) is linear in y and obtained by multiplying Eq. (1) by 
-y(t) and integrating by parts. A necessary condition for X(I) to satisfy (1) 
is that Z(x, y) = 0 for all test functions y(t). IfS(t, X) = P(t) x(t), where P is 
a symmetric 12 x n matrix in t, then (2) is also linear in x and Z(x, x) is a 
quadratic form. 
We believe the reader will find several topics of interest in this paper. 
Computationally, we will devise a finite element algorithm which yields a 
numerical approximation, am, to the solution x(t) of Eq. (1). We will 
prove that this algorithm has optimal h* pointwise convergence in each 
component of e(t) = xk(f) - x(t). Because we use spline hat functions as 
basis elements our algorithm is stable and very efficient to use. Further- 
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more, simple Richardson type methods yield errors of order h4, h6,... 
Finally we note that our algorithm allows us to solve higher order 
problems, which can be put in systems form, without having to use higher 
order splines. 
Our proof of h2 convergence is rather complicated and based upon a 
modification of the proof in our paper [2], where n = 1 and f(t, X) = 
p(t) x(t) - g(t). Example test runs are provided for all the above claims. 
For n = 1 our results are better than Runge-Kutta in that our method with 
Richardson extrapolation is easier to apply and gives O(h6) using the same 
number of evaluations as Runge-Kutta. 
The remainder of our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we develop our 
basic algorithm. The numerical solution x,(t) is obtained by the fact that 
Z(x,, yh) r0 for any piecewise linear basic function yh(t) vanishing at t = a 
and t = 6. The g refers to the fact that we are using a numerical 
quadrature rule. This fact leads to a second-order difference equation (at 
each node ak) in the variables (c,, dk,...) which represents xh(uk). More 
precisely, we solve a nonsingular n x n linear system for the unknowns 
(ck, dk ,... ), where x;f(~~) = $(c,, &,...). In Section 3 we show that the 
error at the node points uk satisfies a discrete Gronwall-type lemma which 
is then applied to show that if e(t) = xJt)-x(f) then ek = e(uk) = O(h2). 
We then apply this result to obtain estimates of the pointwise error. In Sec- 
tion 4 we give numerical results to illustrate our claims. 
We begin by defining a uniform grid or partition of an interval [a, b]. 
Let N be a large natural number and h = (b - a)/N. For each I = -1, 0, 1, 
2 ,..., N+ 1, let a, = a + lh and for each k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., N, let 
Zk(f)=+It-4/$ if tin [ak-,,uk+,] 
=o otherwise. 
(3) 
In the continuous case, if x(t) satisfies (1) and y(t) is any continuous 
piecewise C’ function vanishing at t = a and t = b then multiplying 
(Rx’)’ -f(t, x) = 0 in (1) by -y’(t), and integrating by parts yields 
Z(x, y) = 0 in (2). This will motivate what we do in the discrete case; that 
is, we will obtain the approximation x,(t) by solving the equation of the 
form ZJx,,, yh) = 0 for arbitrary vector (hat) functions yh(t). The linearity 
of I,, in y, will yield a two-step (vector) difference quation 
Rk,k~,Ck-I+Rk,kCk+Rk,k+,Ck+,+Fk=O, 




x/z(t) = 1 c,z,(t), c 4Zk(f),.- . (5) 
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To obtain (4) we define Z,(t) to be the scalar matrix whose diagonal 
entry is z,Jr) and Ek = (ek, fk,...)= to be an arbitrary vector so that our test 
vector is 
Our derivation is as follows: 
0 = jb -y;[R(t) x’(t))‘- f(t, x)] dt 
a 
= s :’ M’(t) R(t) x’(t) + y=(t)f(t> x)1 dt 
= c E, juk+’ [z;(t) R(t) x’(t) +Zk(t) f(t, x)] dt. 
ak-l 
Noting that Ek is arbitrary and substituting x,,(t) for x(t) the above scalar 
equation leads to the vector equation 
o=jak+’ [z;(t) R(t) X;(t) + zk(t)f(t, x/z)] dt 
ok-1 
Equation (4) now follows with the following notation and definitions: 
If a: = (uk + ak + 1 )/2 we have 
Z;=(t) R,(t) Z;-,(t) dt 
zz s Ok Z;(t) R,(t)Zk-,(t)dtr -R&z,*-,), (ha) m-1 
where Rf,k- 1 is the (i, j)th element of R,,k- , , R,(t) is the (i, j)th element of 
R(t) and g denotes that the “mean value” quadrature rule has been used. 
The last integral is over [ak _, , a ] since that is the support of the function k 
Zk- 1(t) Zk(f). 
Similar reasoning leads to 
Ri,k + 1 = -R,(d ), (6b) 
Rlk = 2R&Uk), (6~) 
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and 
p; = y+’ Z,(f) fit, dt)) dt = h3’*fh., ~,(a,)), (6d) 
ai- I 
where F;, is the ith component of Fk in (4). 
To avoid any confusion, when n = 2, (4) and (6) are 
(42) 
R&- I= -R,,(& 11, R$-, = -Rn(& 11, R::- I= -RAG- I 1, 
R,&. = 2&,(4, R:: = 2R,,(+A RZfk = 2RAak), 
R::, I = -R,,(G!), R&+ I= -RI,(~), R** k,k+ I = -R22(@), 
f: = h3’?f,h ck ,I’% 4 ,I% and f:=h3'2f,(&, c,Ji;, 4 &,. 
II. ERROR ESTIMATES AT THE NODES 
The purpose of this section is to show that if R( t ) and f( t, x) are smooth 
enough, the error function e(t) = x(t) - xh( t) satisfies e, = e(u,) = 0( h2). 
This estimate is optimal for our basis functions. There are two major steps 
in our proof. The first step is to derive the second-order difference quation 
for the error expression for ek in (11) below. The second step is to bound 
this error term. 
We begin with a vector valued function Q(t) in C4[u, 61. Let the vector 
functions Q’(t), Q’(t), etc., denote the various derivatives of Q(r) with 
respect to t. We denote Qci’(uk) the ith derivative of Q(t) evaluated at 
t = uk, by Qf) and use the vector tj and Q’i’(<j) somewhat carelessly as in 
Q(t)=Qk+(t-ak)Q;+~(t-u,Q~ 
+ +( t - uk)3 Q; + A( t - a )” Qcui)( 5 ). k I Ua) 
This vector Taylor series holds since it holds in each component function of 
Q(t). Our meaning is that the kth component of r1 is used in the kth com- 
ponent equation of (7a). This notation will be used in this section in con- 
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nection with the 5 symbol. The equation (7a) evaluated when t = uk+ , and 
t=uk-r leads to 
Qk+ 1 + Qk- 1 = 2Qk + h*Qk” + (h4/12) Q”“‘(< ) 2 ? (7b) 
and 
Q k+l-Qk-,=2hQ;+(h3/3)Q”‘(53). (7c) 
If we denote R(a,) by R,, R’(a,) by R;, andf(a,, xk) by fk, the solution 
x(r) of (1) with xk = ~(a,), x; = x’(uJ, etc., satisfies 
R,x;: + R;x; = f(u,, xk) ateach [=a,. (84 
Multiplying by h2 and using (7) we have 
&Cxk+, -2x, + Xk-, - (h4/12) x(‘“)(r 4 )] 
+ (h/2) RX++ I - xk - (h3/3) x”‘(<~)] = h2fk. @b) 
To obtain corresponding results for our numerical solution we set Xk = 
xh(uk) = & Ck, where Ck is given in (4) andf, =f(uk, Xk). Using (4) and 
(6) we have, if Rz- 1 = R(u,*_ 1), 
-Rk*-1Xk~,+2Rkxk-Rk*Xk+1+h2~~=0. (94 
Rewriting (9a) in central difference form similar to (8b), we have, 
expanding R(t) in a manner similar to the expression of Q(f) in (7), 
-RkCXk+1-2Xk+Xk-,1-(h/2)Rb(Rk+,-xk-1) 
= -hZJ;,+(h2/4)R;[Xkp1-2Xk+Xk+J 
+ (h3/12) R:(Xk+l -Xkp,) 
+ (h4/48)[R”“‘(&) Xk- 1 + 4R”“‘(5,) X, + Rci”)(&) Xk+ 1]. (9b) 
Adding (9b) to (8b) with ek = xk - Xk we have 
Rk(ek-,-2ek+ek+,)+(h/2)R;(ek+,-ek~,) 
=h2(fk-fk)-(h*/12) R[(ek-l -2ek+e,+,) 
- (h3/12) Rr(e,+ 1 -ekp ,) 
+h4(vk,k-1ek-l+2vk,kek+vk,k+1ek+1) 
+ h4[+R”x”(&J + ;R;x’(<l,J + t,k,k-]xk- 1 
+~k,kXk+qk,k+lXk+l +~Rkx’“‘(~,~)+~Rbx”‘(~12)], (10) 
where the omitted details and definitions are left to the reader. 
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Assuming that f(t, X) is continuous in t and Lipschitz continuous in x, it 
can be shown that fk -1, = Gkek, where the n x n matrix Gk is bounded in 
each component. Hence 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions and notations given above, the error 
ek = x(ak) - xh(ak) satisfies 
e k~1-2ek+ek+1=hAk(ek+1-ek~1) 
+h2(B,,k-lekP1+B k,kek+Bk,k+lek+l)+h4Dk, (11) 
where Ak = -iR- ‘(ak) R’(a,) and the remaining expressions are inferred 
from above. 
We note that R - ‘(ak) exists since R(t) is positive definite and the B 
matrices are bounded. Our second step is to show that the difference 
equation (11) satisfies a (discrete) Gronwall-type inequality of the type (12) 
below. This is done in Lemma 3. Results of this type are found in [4] for 
n= 1. 
LEMMA 2. Zf D(t) is an n x n matrix such that each component is in 
C[a, b], then for h sufficientZy small I(Z- hD(t)) XI > E 1x1 for any vector x 
where E > 0 is independent of t in [a, b]. 
Proof. Without loss of generality it suffices to prove the result for the 
L, norm since all finite dimensional norms are equivalent. Thus, if we 
prove the above result for the L2 norm we have for some m > 0, M > 0, 
M II-hD(t)l > II-hD(t)l.,>& JxIL22m 1x1 
for any other norm. 
For the L, norm we have, if x is any vector, that j(Z- hD) xl: = 
((I- hD) x, (I- hD) x) = ((I- hD’) x, x), where ( , ) is the Euclidean inner 
product. The matrix I- hD’ = (I- hD)T(Z- hD) = I- h(Dr + D) + h2DTD 
is symmetric and has real eigenvalues. By the Gershgorin theorem the 
smallest eigenvalue lies in a circle of the form 
zinc: lz-(1 -hII:)\ <h f: jD$ 
j=l 
J#i 
for some i= iO. Hence, A - 1 3 -h C’j=, IDi,,jl. By the uniform continuity 
hypothesis on D(t), if h is suffkiently small, 2 2 e2 > 0, where E is indepen- 
dent of t. Finally the Rayleigh quotient characterization of the smallest 
eigenvalue implies that ((I- hD’) x, x) b E* Ixl$ and hence \(I- hD) X(.L 2 
E I42. 
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LEMMA 3. Suppose H(t) E C’ [a, b] is an n x n matrix for each t with CI 
and y the maximum of IH( and IH’(x)l, respectively, on [a, b]. Let /I and 
1 be the maximum of JBk,k+iJ and ID,I, respectively, for k = l,..., N - 1 and 
i = -1, 0, 1. Choose h = (b - a)/N and N Iarge enough so that 
I- hH(a,_ 1) - h2B,,-, = I- hD satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2 with E 
as given in Lemma 2. Then every solution of (11) with A, = H(a,) for which 
le,l 6 E (p = 0, 1) satisfies 
* (h-u)L’ k,l 6k e , O<n<N. (12a) 
where 
K* = h’[l(b - a)2/2 + 2N(ha + 1) E] 
E (12b) 
and 
L* = 2a + (b - a)(3 + 3P) 
& (12c) 
Proof For I= I,..., n - I, we multiply Eq. ( 11) corresponding to i= k 
by n -k, add the resulting equations and take norms. We obtain: 
ICz-hH(a,~,)-h2B,,-,l e,l 
<Ih{[(n-l)H(a,)-(n-3)H(a3)]e2+ ... 
+ [(n-k) H(a,)-(n-k-2) H(a,+,)J ek+l + ... 
+C3H(a,~,)-H(a,-,)le,-,+2H(a,-,)e,-,)I 
+ lh2{(n- 1) B l,oeo + C(n - 1) B,J + (n - 2) &J 1 el + . . . 
+ ... +[(n-k+l)B,_,,,+(n-k)B,,+(n-k-l)B,+,,~]e, 
+ .+a C24-2,n-I+Bn-~,n-II en-l)1 
+Ih4[(n-l)D,+(n-2)D,+ .*. +2D,-z+D,-,]I 
+[[-h(n-1)H(a,)eo-h(n-2)H(a,)e,+ne,-(n-1)eo]~.(13) 
We first bound the “h{ }” term in the right-hand side of (13) above: 
Since HE C’[a, b], H(a k+Z)- H(a,) =H’(&)(2h), where rk is a matrix of 
n x n real numbers whose (i, j) entry, <I, satisfies ak < (B < ak + 2. We then 
have (n-k)H(a,)-(n-k-2)H(a,+,)=2(n-k)hH’(&)+2H(a,+,). 
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This term becomes 
i 
n -3 n-2 
h 2 C (n-k)hH’(tjk)ek+,+2 1 Wak+2)ek+l 
k=l k=l 
Hence Ih{ }I <U[(b-a)y+a] C;;A lekl since (n-k)h<Nh=b-a for 
1 Q k < n - 3. We next bound the “h*{ }” term. Since 
I(n-k+1)~k-,,,+(n-k)~,,,+(n-k-1)~,+,,,I63N~, 
this term is not greater than 
n-l n-1 
3h2Nb 1 iekl <3hb(b-a) c le,l. 
k=O k=O 
The bound of the h4{ > is not greater than 
h41[1 +2+ ... + (n - l)] = h%q(n - l)(n - 2)/2) 
<h*; (b -a)‘. 
Similarly, the bound of the last summand on the right-hand side is not 
greater than 2N(ha + 1) E. Since the bound of the left-hand side of (13) is 
not less than E je,l, we have 
n-l 
le,, <K* +hL* 1 lekl, n = l,..., N- 1. 
k=O 
By induction, we can show that lenl < K*( 1 + hL*)“, which implies that 
Je,l < K*eflhL* < K*eNhL* < K*ecbeajL*. 
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 we have for any norm 1. /, 
THEOREM 2. Zf R(t) E C4[a, b], f(t, x) is continuous in t, and Lipschitz 
continuous in x, and le,J 6 C, h3for i = 0, 1, and some CI > 0, rhenfor x(t) in 
C*[a, b] there exists a constant C, > 0 independent of h and the solution x(t) 
of (1) such that lenI < C, h2 for h sufficiently small and 0 < n < N. 
We now use the error estimates at the nodes derived in Theorem 2 to 
obtain estimates for e(t) and e’(t) on the interval [a, b]. Theorem 3 has 
been given in [2] for n = 1. The proof in the vector case follows by similar 
arguments. 
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THEOREM 3. Let e(t) = x(t) - x,J t), where x(t) satisfies (1) and x,J t) is 
the piecewise linear approximate solution to (1). If the conditions of 
Theorem 2 hold then there exists a constant C, > 0 independent of h and x(t) 
such that 
max le(t)l < C3h2 (14) 
a<r<b 
max [e’(t)1 < C3h. 
a<t<b 
(15) 
IV. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section we give numerical results for a test case (Table I). Using 
(1) we set R(t)=(: I) and 
f(t, x)= - ( 2x;+2x,x;+tx2 ) tx,+x, . 
The reader may verify that x(t) = (sin t, cos t)* is a solution to 
(R(t) x’(t))’ = f (t, x). We give results for t = 1. 
TABLE I 
h El E2 C Ef E2” CR 
0.125 0.987 D-03 -0.336 D-03 0.104 D-02 -0.137 D-05 0.309 D-05 0.338 D-05 
0.0625 0.249 D-03 -0.851 D-04 0.263 D-03 -0.864 D-07 0.194 D-06 0.212 D-06 
0.03125 0.624 D-04 -0.213 D-04 0.660 D-04 -0.542 D-08 0.121 D-07 0.133 D-07 
0.015625 0.156 D-04 -0.534 D-04 0.165 D-04 
0.0078125 0.390 D-05 -0.133 D-05 0.413 D-05 
Note. E,, E,, and C denote respectively the error at t = 1 in the first component, the 
second component, and the square root of the sum of squares (combined error). In the first 
three columns E(h)r4E(h/2), since E, = O(h2). The superscript R indicates the error in the 
Richardson value which is O(h“). Thus in the last three columns E(h)= 16E(h,‘2). 
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